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Battus philenor
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FFT

imaging beyond the diffraction limit

periodicity: 168 nm
AFM by B. Wilts

1 µm
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imaging in liquid, structure

actin filaments, 6 nm periodicity

helical pitch ~37 nm

malaria actin has a 10% longer 
helical pitch

→ Phalloidin doesn't work

(but Jasplakinolide does)
Schmitz et al. JBC 2010
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5-30 s per frame 
2-9 nm/s at 1 µM ATP
binds and moves along 
single protofilaments

Imaging in liquid, dynamics

Clare Waterman, NIH

Schaap et al. BJ 2011

microtubule & kinesin
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mechanical measurements

pushing and pulling

this afternoon, cell mechanics
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nanometre resolution

3D topography

works in liquid

bio-mechanics

AFM in biology

AFM principles, designs

combining AFM with optical microscopy

resolution, imaging forces
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measure interaction between probe and surface

scanning tunnelling microscope (Binnig and Rohrer, 1981)

atomic force microscope (Binnig, Quate & Gerber, 1986)

use feedback loop to keep force (set point) constant

probe

surface
measure force

correct surface-probe distance

compare with set-point

scanning probe microscopy
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a         b

c         d

probe mounted on flexible cantilever

force gives bending of cantilever

measure with reflected laser beam

apply feedback to z-piezo

atomic force microscopy

quadrant photo diode (similar to optical trap)

bending = (a+b)-(c+d)
torsion   = (a+c)-(b+d)
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laser

photo detector

cantilever

atomic force microscopy

www.nanotec.es
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AFM imaging modes

'static' cantilever (contact mode)
use bending as feedback parameter

oscillating cantilever (tapping mode)
use amplitude or phase for feedback

high lateral forces on sample

mostly used for bio-imaging
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adjust piezo height (z) to keep
cantilever bending (=force) constant

contact mode imaging

?!

z-force
z-piezo

z-piezo motion gives height info

peak force at topographical changes
→ need for low k cantilevers

high lateral/drag forces (not shown)
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amplitude modulation (tapping/AC):

oscillate cantilever 

use amplitude modulation by the 
surface as feedback parameter

adjust z-piezo height to keep 
amplitude (set-point) constant 

record z-piezo signal

amplitude modulation imaging

in liquid

set-point

graph: P.J. de Pablo
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?!
adjust piezo height (z) to keep
amplitude constant

piezo motion gives height info

peak force at height changes

lower lateral/drag forces
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piezo

cantilever oscilation frequency

in water the viscous damping 
reduces both the resonance 
frequency and the Q-factor

resonance frequency can limit 
imaging speed 

cantilever
vacuum

E
l

t
m
kf
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k = spring constant
m = mass
ρ = density
t = thickness cantilever
l = length cantilever
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base xyz scanner 

less complex and faster, atomic resolution

limited optical access

Nanotec electronica

xyz piezo
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top xyz scanner 

complicated design, not so fast

optical access from below

JPK AFM

xyz

piezo
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separated xy and z scanner 

Asylum Research

xy and z are mechanically decoupled

optical access from below

not so fast

z- piezo

xy piezos

z

piezo

xy piezo
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combining AFM with optical microscopy
cells 

image from
F. Rehfeldt

sample/tip localization correlation AFM with cytoskeleton structure

relatively easy because of a large optical signal
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combining AFM with optical microscopy
single molecules 

simultaneously:
- substrate binding (fluorescence)
- conformational change (AFM)

- localization
- identification
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combining AFM with fluorescence microscopy
single molecules 

TIRF 78 º TIRF 61ºepi fluorescence

Θ
total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)

measurements:
K. Bodensiek
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TIRF-AFM: quenching with AFM tip

measurements:
K. Bodensiek
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use quenching to improve resolution to 20 nm

(so far only in air in contact mode)
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resolution

tip-sample dilation

softness of the sample

signal to noise ratio
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sample deformation

too high force 
destroys the sample

Schaap et al. 2004
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cantilever noise determines imaging force

thermal noise determines
minimum force on the sample

noise ≈1 nm

cantilever k ≈ 0.03 N/m

force noise ≈ 30 pN
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applied force is more than 20 pN

softer cantilevers have less force noise

• 0.122 N/m (AC10)
• 0.075 N/m (AC40)
• 0.041 N/m (BL150)

cantilever force noise > 20 pN
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S/N; external noise

400nm 400nm

quiet room,
no vibration isolation

active vibration isolation
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30

+ nm resolution in liquid

+ no labeling required

+ dynamics

+ mechanical measurements

- immobilized sample

- only top-scan, probe-sample dilation

- deformation by probe
protein complexes ~ nm 
cells > 100 nm

AFM in biology
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Outline

measuring mechanics with AFM

why cell mechanics?

vertical optical traps to measure at lower forces

cell viscoelasticity, time and length scale effects
mechanics of cell differentation
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AFM indentation experiments

samplecantilevermeasured kkk
111



F

ksample

kcantilever
the cantilever and sample act
as two springs in series
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Calibration of cantilever spring constant

Equipartition theorem (similar to optical trapping)

instead of measuring the variance <x2>, use the power spectrum 

and fit with a simple harmonic oscillator to obtain the spring constant

<x2> = 0.21 nm2 k = 0.020 N/m

TKxk B2
12

2
1 * 
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Calibration of cantilever spring constant

Equipartition theorem (similar to optical trapping)
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k = 0.024 N/m

TKxk B2
12
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1 * 

Hutter, J. L., and Bechhoefer, J. (1993) Calibration of atomic-
force microscope tips. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 64, 1868.

Burnham, N. et al. (2003) Comparison of calibration methods for 
atomic-force microscopy cantilevers. Nanotechnology 14, 1–6.
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Calibration of cantilever spring constant

254 Olympus BL150 cantilevers used 
between 2007 and 2010.

manufacturer's spring constant = 0.03 N/m
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AFM mechanical measurements

limited elastic range
→ calculate elastic constant

fracture at higher forces
→ calculate bond energy

stiffness depends on:
- geometry (radius, wall thickness)
- material (Young’s modulus E)
- boundary conditions (tip size, surface)

Young's modulus describes elasticity 
and is independent from geometry

de Pablo et al. PRL 2003
Schaap et al. BJ 2006

d

F
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Young's modulus

0L
LE

A
F 


uniform stress and strain

non-constant contact area
Hertz model, contact between spheres

2/3**3
4 dERF 

numerical modeling
finite element analysis

can include complex boundary conditions
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'simple' biological structures

proteins
lipids 
DNA

similar to human designPDB AFM FEA

Goodman et al. 2005

Carrasco et al. 2006

Schaap et al. 2005
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Combine simple materials to perform complex functions

rigid
low tolerance for errors

flexible, adaptable, transient bonds
self correcting/repairing
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Chicken fibroblasts on thin silicone film

Harris et al. Science (1980) 208, pp. 177-179

Tissue cells pull on their environment
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Stress fibers composed of actin and myosin filaments generate
tension and are the cell’s contractile ‘muscles’ 

Cell's stress fibers

images from F. Rehfeldt et al.
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Pelham & Wang PNAS (1997) 94,13661-13665

On stiffer substrates, cells:
- spread more
- assemble focal adhesions
- have more stress-fibers
- can exert more force
- are stiffer

cell fate is (in part) mechanically 
controlled

“stiff” “soft” 

epithelial
cells

fibroblast
cells

adhesions

mechanics function

Cells respond to substrate stiffness
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Measuring cell mechanics

measurement parameters:
- probe shape and size
- location
- deformation direction
- deformation speed
- deformation length

elasticity and viscosity:
- spatial organization (plasma membrane, cortex, nucleus)
- mechanics of its building blocks (membrane, f-actin)
- connection between these blocks (bonds)

cell stiffness

mechanical 
model

not always clear what is 
measured

different methods cannot 
be compared
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small forces give already large indentations

deformation is not elastic

large deformations: more hysteresis (viscosity?)

AFM indentation experiments on fibroblasts

smallest force ≈ 20 pN

40% work 
lost

30% work 
lost
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trap

AFM

force (pN)0        50     100    150   200    250    300

vertical optical trap
for cell mechanics (1-100 pN)

Smaller deformations with optical trapping
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Thermal force noise

AFM (0.03 N/m)
AFM

optical trap (0.0001 N/m) optical trap
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Vertical optical trap design

compact design for high stability
Bodensiek et al. under review
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Vertical optical trap performance

trap stiffness > 0.1 pN/nm with water immersion objective

constant over 90 µm in z (AFM ~12 µm)
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Vertical optical trap performance

nm & sub-pN resolution

max displacement (force)

± 500 nm (50 pN)
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Cell indentations with vertical optical trap

force vs. indentation 
experiments on cells
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Cell is elastic at small deformations

small deformations: elastic (cell cortex)

larger deformations: visco-elastic (cell interior)

repeat experiments at different forces and 
speeds to investigate the viscosity 

Nawaz et al. PLOSONE 2012
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Cell's Young's modulus

Hertzian contact mechanics

contact area increases:

d

a

R

Force (F) is not linear 
with the deformation (d):
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Deformation speed reveals viscosity

large deformation → higher viscous contribution

viscous signature of cell cortex and cytoplasm (power law)
Nawaz et al. PLOSONE 2012

1 µm 
indentation

0.3 µm 
indentation

0.1 µm 
indentation

(elastic)
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pulling vs. pushing, mechanical dissection

Li et al. BJ 2011
Fünfschilling et al. J. Neurosci. 2012

tether
force

actin cortex

cell membrane

tether force:
- membrane rigidity
- cortex-membrane interaction

cholesterol reduces membrane tension
mechanical cause for impaired growth?

cholesterol synthesis is essential during 
brain development
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myelin basic protein (MBP)

myelin sheath formation

impaired by Phe→Ser mutations

MBP function relies on interaction forces

Cell dissection: MBP pulling measurements

Aggarwal et al. PLOS Biology 2013.



cell mechanical measurements:
- time and length scale matter
- AFM & OT quantitatively agrees
- OT extends force bandwidth

clear correlation between 
differentiation and mechanical 
development of the cell


